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Ubuntu

I salute a word, I stand up and give it my chair,
because this one Zulu word, ubuntu,
holds what English takes seven to say:
“the essential dignity of every human being.”
I give my hand to ubuntu —
the simple, everyday South African word
for the English mouthful.
I do not know the black Jerusalems of Africa,
or how to dance its sacred dances.
I cannot play Christ’s two commandments on the drums:
“Love God” and “Love thy neighbor as thyself.”
I do not believe the spirits of the dead
are closer to God than the living,
nor do I take to my heart
the Christ-like word ubuntu
that teaches reconciliation 
of murderers, torturers, accomplices,
with victims still living.
Jefferson was wrong:
it is not blood but ubuntu 
that is the manure of freedom, 
freedom.

- Poem by Stanley Moss
Used by permission

StAnLEy MoSS was born June 21, 1925 in Woodhaven, ny. He enlisted 
in the US navy at 17 and served in World War II. He was educated at trinity 
College and yale. He has published, give or take, twelve books of poetry in the 
US and UK. His poems have been translated into German by Hans Magnus 
Enzensberger, Chinese by Fu Hao, Spanish by Valerie Mejer, Italian and 
French translations pending. He has translated some Spanish poets, and the 
Catalan poet Jordi Sarsanedas, also from the Russian Andrei Voznesensky. 
Moss makes his living as an old Masters picture dealer. He is well known in 
the world of museum curators, particularly for his “discoveries” including a 
Piero della Francesca which now hangs in the Louvre, numerous El Grecos 
and Goyas, as hard as that is to believe. Moss lives mostly on a farm near 
Rhinebeck, ny. He runs as editor and publisher the Sheep Meadow Press, 
a nonprofit that publishes mostly poets from the US and UK, inhabitants 
of other traditions in bilingual translations. truth is he doesn’t like the word 
“mostly.”sa
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I sa lute- a word,

poco

I stand up and give it my chair, be cause- this
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one Zu lu- word, u bun- tu,- holds what Eng lish- takes se ven- to say:

3 3 3

U bun- tu,- “the es sen- tial- dig ni- ty- of ev ’ry- hu man- be ing.”- high
medium
low

 lyrical

I give my hand to u bun- tu—-
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u bun- tu,- ah ha haw oh oh oh aw haw

u bun- tu,- the sim ple- ev ’ry- day- South Af ri- can- word for the
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Eng lish- mouth ful.- I

poco

do not know the

poco

poco
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black Je ru- sa- lems- of Af ri- ca,- or how to dance its sa cred-
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danc es.- the black Je ru- sa- lems- of
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Af ri- ca,- I can not- play
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poco
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